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MOBILE WAREHOUSE SOLUTION
OPTIMIZE WAREHOUSE
PROCESSES WITH MOBILE WMS
FOR MICROSOFT DYNAMICS 365 FO/AX
Mobile WMS from Tasklet Factory is a mobile
barcode scanning solution that supports the work
processes in your warehouse. It features a stunning
user interface which is easy to use and can be
configured to fit the needs of the individual user.
Your warehouse employees will be more efficient
and make fewer mistakes as Mobile WMS
provides the tools and information needed to work
effectively.

ADVANTAGES
OFFLINE FUNCTIONALITY

Mobile WMS makes it possible to
perform core work processes without
any network connection. The result is a
stable solution with great performance.

INTEGRATES TO STANDARD

Mobile WMS is 100% integrated with
standard Microsoft Dynamics 365 FO/AX.
All versions are supported.

INSTALLED IN JUST 2 DAYS

Mobile WMS is a true turnkey solution
that can be up and running in a couple
of days.

EASY TO CUSTOMIZE

Mobile WMS has been designed so it
can easily be extended with custom
functionality. All modifications are
made in Microsoft Dynamics 365 FO/AX.

USER FRIENDLY INTERFACE

Mobile WMS is developed with focus
on minimizing “clicks” and irrelevant
information. The end users will spend
minimal time on training.

FEATURES
RECEIVE

Register and control received items.
Supports batch-/serial numbers
and expiry dates.

PICK

Picking of single or consolidated
orders.

COUNT

Perform planned counts and tag
counts.

UNPLANNED COUNT

Perform unplanned counts.

UNPLANNED MOVE

Perform unplanned movements
of items.

UNPLANNED CART MOVE

Perform unplanned movements
of multiple items.

A
B

FEATURES
INVENTORY ADJUSTMENT

Create journal to increase or
decrease quantity of inventory.

REGISTER BARCODE

Associate or add a barcode to
an existing item.

LOCATION CONTENT

Look-up the content of a
warehouse location.

LOCATE ITEM

Look-up the location, the available
quantity and the product data
of an item.

PRODUCTION ORDER

Report items as finished on a
production order.

JOB REGISTRATION

Report items as finished on jobs.

FEATURES
QUARANTINE ORDER

Handle quarantine orders.

ATTACH IMAGE

Use the camera on your mobile
device to attach pictures in the
work process or create item images.

PRINT LABEL

Print labels and show history of
label prints and make reprints from
the mobile device.
* printer license required

LICENSE PLATE INQUIRY

Show license plates in a specific
location and perform unplanned
license plate transfer. Show items
on a license plate.

PALLET TRANSPORT

Create planned and unplanned
transfer of pallets related to a
shipment. Create new pallet ID and
assign pallet type and location.

REFERENCES

CONTACT
Tasklet Factory is located in Denmark and USA.
Our Mobile WMS solution is sold and
implemented via our worldwide network of
Microsoft Dynamics Partners to customers in
more than 35 countries.
We aim to be the best through user-friendly
interfaces, easy customization, flawless ERP
integration & brilliant service.
Contact us for more information:
Phone HQ: +45 7233 2000
Phone US: +1 813-433-0001
Email: sales@taskletfactory.com
Website: taskletfactory.com
Best-In-Class Mobile WMS

